
LARGEST BELGIAN PUBLISHERS LAUNCH A PREMIUM DIGITAL MEDIA 
PURCHASING PLATFORM IN COOPERATION WITH ADSDAQ  
 
Today for the first time in Europe, Persgroep Advertising, IPM Advertising, Mediahuis Connect, Pebble Media, 
Proximus Skynet Advertising, Rossel Advertising, Roularta Media and Trustmedia are launching an automated 
purchasing platform for premium digital media: buymedia.be. The introduction of this platform was specifically 
requested by the United Media Agencies (UMA) to enable advertising agencies to efficiently buy the 
publisher’s premium and guaranteed online offer.		
  
The online inventory (display, mobile and video) of the major Belgian players will be available on a single 
digital platform, which will provide a more efficient sales process and increased transparency: 

• No more manually completed order forms. They will be automatically generated in the new system and 
be made available for download.  

• A direct link to the ad server ensures that availabilities can be checked, booked and ordered in real time.  
• A chat system ensures that all campaign questions can be treated quickly and efficiently.  
• Annual contracts and other commercial agreements are taken into account for every transaction.  
• Buymedia.be lets you reach three million visitors a day. 

 
A user-friendly dashboard shows open tenders, options and publisher feedback. A link to internal systems of 
media buyers can also be made.  
 
The difference with real-time bidding 
The budget and number of impressions are set in advance through buymedia.be, like in a classic sales process. 
The sales process is automated and the volume that a client can purchase is also delivered, guaranteed. 
 
By uniting their offer and standardising the purchasing and sales process, Belgian publishers are ready for the 
future, as they now offer a powerful alternative to the booking tools of international players and anticipate the 
needs of local market players. They have succeeded in achieving a cooperation that is being followed with great 
interest internationally. 
 
Bruno Liesse, Chairman of UMA: 
“We fully support these types of sectorial initiatives that contribute to the further development of the digital 
segment in our local market, all the more because media agencies have invested in the know-how and 
competence for measurements, purchasing techniques and remarketing of the various types of digital channels 
over the past few years.” 
 
The buymedia.be platform is now online. Publishers will inform clients when their online offer is available. The 
participating parties have chosen to only offer their premium guaranteed selection on buymedia.be. It is a 
conscious choice of the publishers to organise the purchasing process as efficiently as possible through a single 
platform and concentrate on developing buymedia.be depending on the needs of local media buyers and 
publishers.  
 
For questions contact Allan Segebarth, info@adsdaq.eu, + 32 2 400 75 00 
 
About Adsdaq.eu 
The	purchasing	platform	Adsdaq.eu, marketed in Belgium as buymedia.be, was	developed	by	Adlogix,	a	Belgian	
technology	company	that	develops	software	for	the	digital	advertisement	market	and	includes	various	national	
and	international	media	companies	in	its	client	portfolio.	


